Two Headed Cobra Bracelet

Materials

10 ft of 550 paracord
3/8 inch buckle

Cost for this project starts at $2.19

Step 1: Measure about 21 inches from one end of your cord and fold. Insert the fold down into one end of your buckle.

Step 2: Insert both strands through your loop and pull closed but not too tight yet.

Step 3: Insert both cord ends down through the other end of the buckle. Pull to desired length.

Step 4: Fold the short cord back toward the first buckle end. Insert it up between the cords and then through your loop.
Step 5: Insert the short cord end down through the buckle. Measure the length of the bracelet and adjust as needed. Tighten your knot.

Step 6: At the opposite end, insert the long cord up under the first cord closest to the working end.

Step 7: Bring the working end back over the first cord and weave under, over, under the three strands of the bracelet. Push up on the weave to keep it tight.

Step 8: Bring the working end back the opposite direction and weave over, under, over the three strands. Again push up on the weave to keep them tight.

Step 9: Now bring the working end under the first two strands and over the third.

Repeat steps 7 and 8 about eight times.
Step 10: Fold the working end back over the center strand and under the first.

Step 11: Fold the working end toward the third strand. Push up to tighten as before.

Step 12: Bring the working end around the third strand and weave over, under, over. Push up and tighten.

Repeat steps 9 through 12 until the remaining length matches the length of the first cobra “head”. Then repeat steps 7 and 8 until you reach the buckle.

On the last weave, insert the first end down through the back of the weave then tighten the weave.

Use a lacing needle to weave the working end to the back and under a strand or two to secure. Trim and melt excess.